INTEC WIN A BURSARY Promotion Terms and Conditions:

- The bursary is valued at a maximum of R10 000 and excludes the cost of additional study material, textbooks, external exam fees and stationery
- The bursary is not transferable or redeemable for cash
- The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into
- This competition is open to people between the ages of 18 and 60
- Acceptance to study at INTEC College will be subject to you accepting the normal rules and regulations that apply to all INTEC College students
- You must qualify for the course that you wish to study
- The bursary may not be used against any existing registration with INTEC College
- The bursary cannot be used in conjunction with any other INTEC College promotion and/or special offer
- The bursary is valid for a period of one (1) year from the date of the bursary letter
- This bursary is redeemable only with an official bursary letter issued on an INTEC College letterhead
- To enter the competition, entrants/listeners must SMS the word “bursary” to 43347. The SMS line belongs to INTEC College
- SMSes cost R1.50
• The winner will be chosen automatically through a random selection process

• INTEC College, through a random draw, will send Gagasi FM the name of the winner

• The winner will be announced on Gagasi FM and will be informed telephonically, and/or by SMS, and/or by email